Police Plan To Get Tough if Students Won’t ’Purge Own Ranks’
its JERRY ARCA
Chief Ray Black.
San Jose Polio.
offered San Jose State
more yesterday’
students the chance to "purge" their
few who wish to
gen ranks of "the
satisfy their own silly egos" but
,,sairied that his force would get
..,,gh if disturbances such as last
Halloween "riot" on Eleventh
s;:eet continued.
Chief Blacicmore, addressing close
and college officials
to 100 students
meeting in Allen Hall to
at a special
discs.. the college disturbances, read
.;:ilent of policy which called

for the students to ’ bring alaeut
a statement of policy ... in reference
to student conduct, and secondly, to
create and maintain lines of cornm unicat ion from college offieWIS
through student leaders and finally
to the very toots of the entire college society."
The statement ended by saying.
"However. it the student leaders,
college officials, police officials, and
others cannot find the proper methods of prevention, we have no alternative but to adopt a still tougher policy as set forth in this statement."

Chid Black:num told of the forces
past policy of giving every consideration to the students, realizing the
damage of a police

reC(Ird

to

the

student,
"I’ve even gone as far as tearing
up fingerprint cards for students,"
he said, ’but I have the pulse of the
community and I know the chips
are down."
lie said the past policy has not
been appreciated by the few students who continue to instigate the
disturbances and added, "I’m just
not going to put up with it. I can

pour them (police officersi in and
a lot of people will go to Jail."
Dean of Students Stanley C. Benz
arid ASH President Bill Hauck, stressing the fact that a minority of students were creating a soy unfasorable image of SJS students, urged
the students to carry back the opinions expressed at the meeting.
Dean Benz told the audience the
purpose of the meeting was I. to
inform the students through their
leaders of their responsibility for
appropriate conduct, 21 to publicly
commend those students who helped
in breaking up the Halloween fracas

and who continue to set the standards of conduct, and 31 to make dear
how certain aspects of the community think and feel about the students’
conduct.
"We’re not out to get aeybody,’
he stated, "we’re out to make the
best reputation possible fur the college community."
Hauck. expressing concern over the
image projected by such disturbances, passed out and read two editorials presented over KNTV in San
Jose criticizing police and school
officials for being so lenient toward
student misconduct.

San Jose Police Chief
Issues Policy Statement

Spartan

For a number of years, we followed a policy of giving every consideration to the college students before affecting an arrest, feeling
that a resulting criminal record would be of such serious consequence
and the punishment too severe. This philosophy on my part was just
and offered much protection to the students against arrest and
resulting criminal record. However. the policy was not appreciated,
evidently, by a few in the minority and we have experienced several
periodical disturbances caused by State College students. These conNo. 37 tinued periodical disturbances has brought serious disfavor upon the
entire college by the citizens of this community and this must be
charged entirely to a few students very much in the niinority
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Cuban Crisis
To Be Topic
For Panel

Council Approves
’Riot Resolution

In addition, if this is allowed to continue, it will result in serious
breach between the students of the Sim Jose State Ceellege and the
members of the Police Department. This becomes ci serious, situation
inasmuch as the Police Department depends upon the students and
likewise the students must depend a great deal upon the favorable
relationship with the members of the Police Department.
It is my intention at this time to ask the student leaders present
to take whatever steps are necessary in order to bring about first
a statement of policy formulated and adopted by the students in
reference to student conduct., and secondly. to create and maintain
lines of communication from college officials through student leaders
and finally to the very roots of the entire college society. I further
recommend to the student leaders that they include in the statement
of policy that they intend to purge their own ranks and will do everypossible to rid the college of a few persons that are prone to
:isfy their ego by juvenile misconduct.

Cuba?"
By STEVE (’HELL
A "riot" resolution, calling for
Seven San Jose State political
a more stringent policy in dealing,
vience professors will analyze aswith student riots or other compects of the recent Cuba crisis munity disturbances, was passed
today
discussion
during a panel
unanimously by the Student Council yesterday.
from 3:30 to 5 p.m. in 0-1150.
Introduced by Junior RepresenOpen to the campus public, the
discussion will be moderated by tative Al Henniger. the resolution
Dr. Edward J. Rogers, Political declares "that the ASH Attorney
Science Department’s specialist on General he requested, in conjuncLatin American politics and gov- tion with the office of the Deanl
of Students and the ASB Judiciary,
rIrnerlt.
Panel members will give a five- to take necessary step to avoid a
minute talk each, followed by dis- re-occurrence of such juvenile acmission among themselves. After tions "as those of Halloween
the formal presentation, questions night."
The resolution further states
and comments will be received
"that if juvenile actions such as
from the audience.
In relation to Cuba, Dr. Fred- those that occurred on Oct. 31.

1962, and involved students of this
institution, occur again, that strict,
immediate and forceful use of all
the powers at the command or
within the spheres of influence of
the ASH Attorney General, office
of the Dean of Students and the
ASH Judiciary be brought into
action at once."
Passed Icy a 17-0-0 vote, the resolution is new in effect.
BAND PRAISED
Thomas Eagan, professor of music awl former SJS hand director,
presented to the Council a summary of the recent excursion of
the SJS band to the Arizona State
SJS football game.
Approximately 27 thousand speeDefiers, including the Governor ef
Arizona, observed the S pa rtan
eric A. Weed, head of the Political
band in a pre-game show which
Science. Department, will point out
Professor Eagan termed "a gasser."
the international law aspects of
After reporting that members el
the Cuban blockade.
high school bands throughout the
Dr. William H. Vatcher, profesTempe area observed the band rl’sor of II lit ira I science, %VW
,-.
)\1’
heersals, Prof. Eagan declared that
the bbalciale in relation to AmerS (’
’1.1’1
l’r’
Nikita Khrushchev disclosed yes- "San Jose State received $10.00e
lean (ordeal policy.
The American public’s reaction! terday that the Soviet Union had wen th of publicity from this trip."
and the long-term consequences of put 40 rockets into Cuba for the The trip cost approximately $6,0151.
NEW COMMITTEE
the Culian move will be consid- I island’s "defense." He noted that
A Community Service Commitered by Laurence R. Rims. assist-. the world had come "very close"
Ito atomic war over Cuba..
tee VMS established by the Council
ant political science professor.
But "what is 40 rockets?" he yesterday.
Dr. Theislore M. Norton, assistPurpose of the committee is tic
ant professor of political science. asked during an hour-long exreelew the American constitti- change of toasts and chit-chat organize and direct all ASH Com,. mai aspects relating to the U.S. with Western correspondents at a munity Service projects, including;
gala revolutionary anniversary re- Campus Chest, blood drives, and
.,kade ot Cuba.
the Selah Pereira Memorial Blood
The Cuban blockade and its re- ception in the Kremlin.
"Now we have taken out our Educational Program.
to the disarmament move
alprobably
In other action, the Council:
will be highlighted by James W. rockets and they are
Allocated 5550 for costs inPratt, a--istant professor of politi- ready on the way back." he said.
He claimed at one point that the dirred in publishing the ASH
cal scida.e.
his
New -letter for the remainder of
D. Weed stated that the panel Soviet Union was surrounded
still .he 1962-63 year and an additional
was
up because of the de- rocket bases, but added, "We
even dance."
S2.000 tic the United Student Aid
1
nterest in the Cuban live, we sing and
But while he agreed that the Fund.
;Ile hope that student
Heard ASH President Bill
. ierit the presentation Berlin issue is "assuming grotto
disclosed that Hauck explain that he would be.
scientists’ views on acuteness now" and
the Soviet Union will end its cur- leaving teday for the California
rent series of nuclear tests by Nov. State College Board of Trustees
20, he turned down the idea el a meeting in Long Beach. especting
summit. meeting at this time ,.\-,1 ni participate in consiiii,i,tion ,.t
m act concerning Colle.g. l’nions
these or any other issue.

Nikita Comments
On Cuba , Rockets

Parks, Rec Club
Schedules Dinner
The

n

Jose

State

Student

Soction (4 California Parks and
Reereatien Society will sponsor a
dtnner-ineeting for District IV,

Master’s in Meteorology
Proposed for San Jose

A proposed program leading to
professional recreators from San
feincias. to Morgan
a master’s degree in meteorology
Hill tonight.
way up the state
"fling will begin at 7 with is working Its
nous in E132, with dinner channels and if passed will make
-.set
dO in cafeteria rooms San Jose State the only state vol.
A and le A District
IV business lece. and only the second school
meeting will follow at
8:30.
in the state, offering a master’s in
Following the meeting
Dr. meteorology.
Richard Lewis and
Jerrold Kemp
The proposal. according to Dr.
51 the Audio
-Visual Department Wilbur Sprain, head of the metewill present
a program on "The orology and physical science deUses of
Audio -Visual Materials partment, has already been preand F:quipment
in the Field of Rec- sented to the college graduate;
reation."
committee but must eventually be1
Every other year
the Student cleared by the State Board or,
Section of
C.P.R.S. sponsors one Trustees.
bistrict IV meeting.
The program
The bachelor’s program here has
eompletely planned and preonly been in effect for three years
sented by the
students.
and a school wouldn’t normally
A heavy
attendance of pmfes- make any plans for advanced
Atonal recreators
and their guests training so soon.
sre expeeted at the
dinner-meet Why then should San Jose
IN. which plovides the
"The number of jobs restudents
State?
with an
opportunity for informal quiring training at the master’s
liwassiinis with the
professionals. level," said Dr. Sprain, "exceedsi

Icy three or four the number
qualified people in the field."
Another statistic. showing the
urgent need for meteorologists is
the fact that in 1961 only -10
Ph.D.’s and 236 master’s degrees
were granted in the entire United
States.
Another reason the department
is asking for the program is the
availability of new laboratories in
the engineering building.
Although there are only 21 Main meteorology now, Dr
jors
Sprain experts a master’s program
to draw students from the U.S
Weather Bureau, the military and
S.IS. He said the department had
already received many inquiries on
the foreign level.
At the present, UCLA is the only
wheel In the state offering graduate work in meteorology and the
University of Washington is the
only other college on the %Vest
Coast with a pregram.

"San Jose State is getting an increasingly unfavorable reputation because of the action of a minority of
students." Hauck said.
lie asked the students to stay inside wheneser a js,ssible riot was
forming. adding that sticitents even
coming out onto their porches could
start a chain reaction.
Dean Benz added that the college
has a right to expect its students to
be "law abiding citizens ’ and that
a student’s just being near a disturbance could possibly result in arrest by the police and action by the

I am certain everyone would agree that the easy solution would
be for members of the Police Department to simply assign officers
to the area, step up the patrol, so to speak, interfere with every
gathering of students when it is felt that misconduct could erupt,
and make wholesale arrests disregarding the fact that possibly mistakes would be made. This is the easy way but not the correct way.
However, if the student leaders. college officials. police officials, and
others cannot find the proper methods of prevention, we have no
other alternative but to adopt a still tougher policy as set forth in
this statement.
J. R. BLACKMORF.
Chief of

Significance Missed’
Heads Says Humanities Dean

GOV. EDMUND G. BROWN
. . . four more years in Sacramento

Brown’s Re-Election
State -Wide Demo Victory

iss iti.TTV LUBRANO
The tact that Dr. Dudley

T

Moorhead. dean, Division of HuIt was a triumphant election for ’election as governor. I wish you manities and the Arts, had a masthe Democrats everywhere, but ; the best success."
tery of the subject matter of
Nixon’s press secretary, Herbert
espedally in what will seam be the
Barbara W. Tuchman’s "The Guns
, G. Klein, quoteai him as saying he
nation’s most populous state.
of August," was apparent at yeshad been proud tic wage the bat I le
Not until he was over a quarter against 13rown, lcut that it se :es terday’s cafeteria book talk.
Dean Moorhead’s knowledge was
of a million soles behind did form- "tough tic ose."
..bvious to the audience as he
er vice-president Richard M. NixIn addition to stopping Nixon’s ticked off information which would
on concede the gubernatorial elec- at tempted comebaek, California
lake a student more than a few
tion to the incumbent, Edmund G. ISt.mocrats pickol up eight seats
nights of late studying to learn
Brown.
in the House of Representatives
Mrs. Tuchman’s book is a narIn a telegram to Brown yester- and in the process defeated two
rative account of the first month
day morning, Nixon said:
Republicans that were members of of World War I. According to
"Congtatulations on your re- the John Birch society.
Dean Moorhead who did his mas-

Mrs. Roosevelt
Mrs.
NEW YORK Ili’: ,
formEleanor Roosevelt.
er first lady of America vvhcc
who became a first lady el
the world, died at her apartment today after a six -week
illness.
The emus(’ of her death was
not announced.
Mrs. Roosevelt, the pros,dent -shattering wife of the
late Franklin D. fillOSe% ell,
had finally slowed her hecti.
pare only when illness forced
her to.
She was hospitalized Sept
26 at Columbia Preshytersin
Medical Center in New York
for treatment of a persistent
lung infection and an anemic
eondition. But on Oct. 11,
doctors allowed her to go to
her apartment home.
It was not until last week
when her family issued a pessimistic. report on her coniii.
tion that most of the werld
learned that the busy. beloved lady was seriously siek.
Mrs. Roosevelt, long ehiltnpion of often uniscpular humanitarian causes, was not
always beloved.
With tireless energy, sh.’
continued working for the
things she believed in. Harsh
critieism left her unruffled.

The only real victoty for the ter’s thesis on essentially the same
....1.113licans in this state wic, ciac
re-election of Sen. Thormis
who had little troutcle ii-:
the same man he ran against years ;Igo; State Senator 1{101.
Richards.
In the state legislature 11,
or t h II ) to their
jority in the Senudt 0 and
seats in the Assembly makini
new majority 53-27

Bir? ch Advocates
Due To Defend
Society’s Purpose
.1_ 1.11,..!

.1r,r11

SACI will present a combination
ELECTION RESULTS
film-speaker program on the John
Birch Society this afternoon at
(total Prec’inc’ts
3:30 in TH55.
D0VERX0R
;
John Birch Society California
1(’o-ordinator, F:dward Greffin, will
116,301 PrecinetI
...11.1.743 screen a film, "A Look at the
I > ,
Score," which was made by the
son t
2.107’963
society’s chief. Robert Welch.
After the film, Greffin will
sr.ls %TOR
speak on "unfair criticisms" of the
121.811 Precineta
secret anti -communist organizaPiebalds .1),
:
tam, and will discuss the purls ’s.,
leuehel It
is.f the society. A question and an wet’ .session will be held after it.;
SUPT. OF INsTRUCTION
I

(25,161 Precincts)

"The program is a part of SAe ’
1.971.156. attempt to allow S.IS students ..
1.545.537 become familiar with the Johic
Richardson
I Birch Society, its purposes, and
edueation
the
IA.
Proposition
!why it exists," SAC Secretary Liz
a
two
-tomaintained
bond issue
O’Connell said yesterday, -SAC is
entire
one yes vole during the
sponsoring Greffin in order to preelection while Prop 23, senate re- , sent one side of the story on a
apportionment. and Prop. 24. stile- campus which has little inforrnaversive aetisities. were both de- tion on the organization."
(rated.
Greffin spoke last night in Santa
Suffering a two.te-one defeat ,Clara. Miss O’Connell said, and
was the Sinta Clara Counts- water, will continue his speaking tour
Wit 11 his appearance this arid noon.
bend iSs111..
Rafferty

subject in 1036, the author missed
much of the historical significance
of the battles of the war.
"A military historian doing this
particular work would probably
develop some of the great lessons
which were learned tic a logical
c-onclusion.
"There are some lessons here
that aren’t cempletels teld in tlw
book," he said.
He cr’itic’ized Mrs. Tuehman’s
over-characterization of prominent
figure’s el that era. She indicated
that sonic persons behaved in one
manner at all tiines.
Extensive research was evident
to him, he said. "She gees into
thorough research yet there’s no
interpretation of the military lessons which leads me to belies’
she’s not a military historian.
Dean Moorhead feels that Mrs.
Tuchman concluded the hook at an
incomplete point She writes about
the Battle of the Marne, he said,
but she doesn’t carry her discussion to a logical conclusion.
She wrote her book, he said,
from the standpoint, "Everything
that could happen. happened in
the (lice had been cast
August
and nothinv, could ehance."
Tuchman
The dean saiil
to go. c. Thee (anises; as
at tempts
World War I After she has established this. she ".
plunges into
the ’master plan’ fir the war."
Of her discussion of the military
plans. he said. "There are little
itelts that Walser me."

USAF Recruiter
Seeks Dietitians
,. .1.
,roe Medical Sloecialist Selection
officer for Dietitians. makes her
annual iecniiting visit tic the SJS
campus tistay
Captain Is:volt:mit holds a B.S.
degree in home economies from
Montana State Colleise. At the
present time she is the only Air
Force dietitian in the U.S. assigned
to this key recruitment program,
The recruiter will address home
economies studenta at 11:30 a.m.
I in 11E37 and at I :05 p.m. in HE2.

Thursday. Nov. S. 1062
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Thrust and Parry

7,44 Comment

Prof Recommends
Political Homework

Suspend Them

Editor:
Although I have seen 42 years
Iip into the vast eternity which
lies behind us, this is the first
political campaign in which I
have taken any action except

The ’,redden) of a small minorit%. irresponsible conduct
gising the college. a bad moue is a serious ewe. The majority
of the -Itoletits should not li.ese to pa for the misbehavior
of a few.
Yet this is preciecel tlo. situation here at San Jose State.
A feu students hate created an unleeaitics atnmsphere between
wilts as well as with the city. The
the coll,.:e and the t
result: a tougher policy should further disturbances con t i line.
e %milt! ,iuspect that there hate been many parties,
hided, that bate tee et ended in outbreaks of
responsiblx c
tiolence as has been the case on t.0 pre% ions occasions. Now,
presumably any party held any time in the college area can
end in a trip to the police station should it get on tof hand.
Perli.:ps it is time for the itilministrat
to match the
police department in spelling out the consequences cif further
misbeli.i% or. Perlirps it is tittle. that the punishment meted
out the tiolators be Mille commensurate with the antenna of
harm done to the college each time a party becomes a (Hsturbance.
The Ailmitti-tration should he more fines about a few
I,.
rotten rpples. Sit.peuil them.

PoLie ’11) Yey
By PRUDI STAVIG
Society Editor

_

Culture, Culture Everywhere
Culture. when associated with the arts, is a term which often
causes the "common man" to shy away.
It is just lots more fun to sit on the outside and laugh at the
gargantuan-busted soprano of the opera, the art gallery set and
the concert devotee.
It is pretty difficult to understand at times.
But, realize it or not, everyone here comes in contact with
culture every bit as sophisticated as the opera in many ways.
Just because professors don’t sing their lectures in Italian
doesn’t mean that they can’t give us culture as stimulating as
the opera.
CASUAL CULTURE
The second in a series of faculty dinners was presented by
members of Alpha Omicron Pi recently. The dinners are in honor
of various campus professors. Chairman for the series is Diane
Broksell.
Markham Hall has initiated a new series of vAekly movies for
the male residents. The series, presented on Thursday nights, will
include such films as "MussoliniBiography of the Italian Dictator," "20 years of World Series Thrills," and "GermanyKey
to Europe."
THE SCHOLARS
Tom Marlin was awarded the Sigma Phi Epsilon Clifford B.
Scott Key. The Key is a national scholastic honor bestowed on the
member of the local chapter with the highest CPA for the past year.
Honored along with Tom at a Homecoming banquet were Roy
Marson, outstanding chairman. and Jerry Wood, outstanding pledge.
Enid Le Tourneau was honored by the Kappa Alpha Thetas
as the outstanding pledge.
SOCIAL SET
The women of Hoover Hall were guests of Crothers Memorial
Hall, an eating hall for men at Stanford, at an exchange dance.
Friday has been circled by residents of Markham Hall for
their first annual barn dance at Almaden Red Barn.
The "Roaring 20’s" theme will call for raccoon coats, flapper
styles and all sorts of crazy garb.
The far away cries of man’s ancestor, the ape, will beckon
members of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity when they get together
for a "Jungle Stomp" following the Stanford game.
In a mountain hideaway, the men will go "native," complete
with pith helmets, sun glasses and lion skins.
-

JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY
TODAY

3:30

TH55

-

Cj
.01

FIRST STEPConstruction continues on the
$70 million Santa Clara County -Cities Expressway at the intersection of Stevens Creek Boulevard and the future San Tomas Expressway, a
7.4 -mile -long artery. Work on the expressway

was initiated at the intersection in August. The
plan demonstrates a new development in city county cooperation in solving their traffic problems.

What Use Is My Vote?
Vital: Says Professor
By DIM CHALLBERG
"What difference will my vote
make in an election?"
"Why should I vote? --What
has the government ever done
for me?"
"Let the guy next door worry
about politicsI have a wife and
three kids to feed."
Is one of these comments a
reflection of your attitude toward government matters?
"People won’t involve themselves in local governmental affairs until they get their toes
stepped on," says Dr. John T.
Ballard, associate professor of
political science at San Jose
State.
DEEPLY CONCERNED
Deeply concerned with the
public lethargy demonstated toward local government problems,
Dr. Ballard feels that the apathy
in the San Jose area has deterred a healthy development of
overall planning.
In order to be highly successful, our governmental system in
the United States demands public participation.
"Citizen action on spu.ific local problems has had a sporadic
movement throughout the country," observed the professor.
Much of the citizen action is
due to an uprising against instances of public infringement
on the part of a local agency.
Exposure of corruption within a
public service agency or the government offices is usually a good
stimulant for action by the community.
In recent years, there has been
an upward trend in citizen concern over local activities. Dr.
Ballard noted the home-owners
groups in Santa Clara valley as
an example of increasing public
participation.
Appearing as organized groups
before the city councils, the
home-owners have, in some
cases, effected various action in
their favor.
RAPID GROWTH
Rapid growth in the Santa
Clara valley has caused on one
hand a reaction again.st these
boom aspects through self-isolation while, at the same time, it
has created a certain public
awarene.:-, of local problems
caused by population explosions.

Generally. people fail to see
the advantages of long-range
planning and prefer to concern
themselves only with facing the
immediate problems.
Administrative steps in the
development of long-range planning are hampered by small and
controlling public faction. The
solution to the drawbacks of
group controls can come only
through public attention.
OVERLAPPING SERVICES
Tied in with the public’s indifference to community functioning is the conflict which
arises when jurisdiction of various agencies and services overlap.
Due to a lack of regional planning, projects developed by the
numerous agencies appearing in
Santa Clara County are conflicting.
Dr. Ballard believes that mere
"lip service" by the people toward local affairs has aided
government
prolongation
of
problems in planning and administration.
He ventured a hope that
through government courses and
other media, public officials can
convince the population that
unified planning needs strong
citizen support.
Meanwhile, downtown William C. Hanley, assistant San
Jose city manager, tended to
agree with Dr. Ballard’s statements.
INTER-CITY COOPERATION
Hanley, along with Dr. Ballard, noted the Inter-City Council of Santa Clara County as an
important advance in the direction of unified planning and cooperat ion.
Within the last five years, the
problem of overlapping authority
has been improved remarkably
according to Hanley.
He said the three most significant problems faced by central
Santa Clara valley are transportation, sewage treatment and
water. These areas all cut across
the boundaries of various governmental agencies.
In each of these three cases,
said Hanley, unified plans have
been successfully developed.
Examples of the cooperative
spirit include the Traffic Ways
Committee and its developmr.te

of a $210 million bond program
for expressway improvement,
the $30 million sewage treatment plant instigated through
joint efforts by the cities of San
Jose and Santa Clara, and the
water program involving the
northern part of the county.
Dr. Ballard suggested that development interests in Santa
Clara county have, on occasions,
thrown off-course efforts toward
unfied planning.
DEVELOPMENTS HURT
Developers are inclined to put
their own gains ahead of the interests of the community.
Dr. Ballard feels that organization of various home-owners
groups in the central valley area
have kept the developers from
getting out of control.
Also, joint meetings of the
County Board of Supervisors,
city council and county and city
planning commissions are staged
periodically in an attempt to
work out a consistent land use
plan.
Land use and re-zoning are
constant problems for the planning commissions and the elected officials. who are striving toward a realistic plan of residential and private industry development.
Re-zoning and land use may he
viewed in the light of the existing supply and demand schedules for the particular area. Public demand and future needs play
major roles in organizing a well functioning city and county community.
DEMAND SUPPORT
Cities and counties, workira,
together or as separate units,
demand public opinion and support in order to operate successfully. Whether it is a problem
concerning aggressive developers
or one of public service confIH
a government of the 10..., .
needs people backing it.
True, as Hanley noted, local
government situations tend to be
dull and technical in the eyes of
the public. It is a maltiur of fact
that the drama of national elections doubles voter turnout at
the polls.
But is is hoped that in th,
years to come, more public interest may be generated into the
problems.

MEDAL OF HONOR,
HEAD OF
THE CLASSICS
Open or dosed, the shirt of top merit is Arrow’s
"Gordon Dover Club."Com fortable medium -point,
button-down collar is softly rolled in the finest
Oxford tradition. Placket front and plait in back
are right for important occasions: Thetrimly
tailored"Sanforizeecotton Oxford cloth keeps
the standard high and assures permanent fit. $5.00.
Most fitting accessory is the Arrow Kwik Klip,
,
the instant knit tie with easily adjustable knot. $11-50.

"ARROW-’
1,047NDElrt 15111

c0;:adSmen3 Nee 07;emt-A
’

t’.4eWti.aat2xy CI&L,

Top honors go to the Arrow "Cordon Dover Club,"
classically styled in comfortable cotton
Oxford. Button-down collar is softly rolled for a
newer, neater but casual look. Trim
placket front, and plait in back are all in the best
tradition. Come in and see the whole
collection now. In white or plain colors.
$5

Plus Z:41"

Green Stamps

mere voting.
I pass on to my fellow faculty
and fellow students these reactions for what value they might
possibly have: First, your political party is largely what you
as an individual make it. or allow
it to become. If you think one
lone individual makes no difference, then step over to the library and check out the autobiography of Robert M. LaFollette. Second, it is not only more
effective but more personally
satisfying to be working for the
party or man of your preference
than against the other side.
Third, you may not permit yourself in these days of luxury of
saying "I wasn’t cut out to ring
doorbelLs," or "politics is dirty
business, I’ll have no part of it;"
no, as Ghandi expressed it, it is
not enough that your heart be
moved, but your hands and feet
must also be moved.
Right now is the time to get
actively engaged with the political club of your choice. If you
like its goals, work toward them:
if not, get up on your hind legs
and don’t sit down until you’ve
achieved whatever reforms you
feel are needed but don’t forget that to be effective, you are
going to have to do your homework, and that the homework
may change some of your inherited sloganized ideas. Did it
happen to me? -- Could be!

No Term Reports
For Stewardesses’
I wonder at the thoughts
of
my fellow student ,?) JUdy
Thorstenson, who commented
in
the Spartan Daily on Nov. 2
that
"term papers, resource units and
reports do much to impair
the
social life of the SJS student,"
What in blazes is Miss Thor.
stenson in college for? An educational experience or a social
whirl climaxed by a Nits.?
If it is the latter. I suggest
that she save her time and par.
cots’ money and become an airline hostess. I understand that
socially it’s a blast. matrirnonic
ally a cinch, and there lire NO
term papers to foul up weekend
dating plans.
In any case, Miss Judy, don’t
become a teacher! How can sou
hope to teach others with your
attitude toward learnim, In such
a warped condition?
Judy Smith
ASH 13/489
THE INTERPLAYERS
747 Beach Street, San F- TUxedo 5-5146

present

HAMLET
directed by Leon
2 SPECIAL SUNDAY
MATINEE PERFORMANCES
Nov. 11 and 18
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cool, refined Hamlet"
Eichelbaum, S.F. Examiner.
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BEST OF ENEMIES
MAKE MINE A DOUBLE

SARATOGA
THE WORLD OF SUZIE WONG
With William Holden
and
Alec Guiness in
CAPTAIN’S PARADISE

Cg1115112ZI

400 South First St.
"Two great film exploding out of a
shadow work no one +64s nbout
THE VICTIM

396 South First
Walt Diuloy’l
"LEGEND OF THE LOBO"
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vompany itself is only
but the artistic
nine years old,
many
tradition it represents and
back three thouof its dances go
sand years.
Joining the Greek company
tour are groups
for its American
and vocalists
of instrumentalists
Greek
that will add authentic
music to dance numbers.
The program will consist of
traditional dances drawn front
every section of Greece.
Eleni Tsaouli, founder of the
company. has done considerable
research to make her production
authentic in every detail. including the accessories of the colorful iegional costumes in which
the dances arc performed.
Many of the dances are so
deeply rooted in antiquity that
they supposedly originated with
the legendary Greek heroes
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Curtain Rises on ’Three Bears’
This Afternoon in College Theater

S-
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E.
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DISCOUNT
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S Art Cleaners
k 298
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Santa Clara

of bears add

The answer will be given this
afternoon at 4 when

Hses on "T he

the curtain

Three Bears" in

College Theater.
The play, adapted from the
children’s fairy tale by Charlotte B. Chorpenning, is the fall
offering of the Children’s Theater at SJS.
John H. Kerr, associate professor of drama, is supervisor
of the production. Howard M.
Budwin, senior drama student, is
director.
A few liberties with the wellknown plot of this very wellknown story were taken by the
playwright in adapting it for the
stage.
The play should actually be
called "The Four Bears." for
the writer introduces another
member of the bear family into
the plot, a grizzly who has just
come down front the hills and
who has a slight grudge against
the human race.

VILLAIN
According to Kerr, the grizzly
’amid probably be called the
"villain" of the piece.
Highlight of the production is
certain to be the novel way the
play will be introduced to the
audience, composed mainly of
school children in the area.
Kerr said the curtain will
rise on an empty stage and a
storyteller. Ray Gouveia, will
appear before the children.
"Once upon a time," will he
the familiar first words. As Gouvela describes the setting for
the action the appropriate props
and baekgmunds will suddenly
appear on stage, adding to the
"make believe" quality that ehildren take so much for real.

The

(tor ,raptcialty

293-1030

Terry Lumley as Goldilocks and Carol Long as the
young grizzly bear.
Other cast members are Sandra Emery, Little Bear; Mary
Louise Nelson, Middle Bear and
Joe Lonnon, Big Bear.
Rounding out the cast are Leslie Ahrens as the Countess.
Larry Arzie as the Count and
Steve Trinwith as William.
Kerr said that the Children’s
Theater productions at SJS serve
as practical experience for stu-

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.

Professional Pharmacists
rHONE CYpress 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

Im,

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

8)

It WONG

II uork (lone Iry qualified
iiiiletits
ler i.open.iion.

est

BEAuTy
San Fernando St.

dents planning to err tato children’s drama.
TOP ACTORS

auction they begin to talk and
gel restless.
In this sense, Kerr said, a children’s audien ce is somewhat
more "critical" than an adult
audience.
The play will be repeated tnmorrirw aiternorin at 4 and again
Sautrday morning at 10:30 and
Saturday afternoon at 2.
Tickets for remaining perform an - are
at College TheGeneral
ron,
e

He added that it taki.s top
rate actors to put across a play
for children that will seem convincing to them.
With something as familiar as
"The Three Bears." Kerr mentioned, this isn’t easy to do.
When an adult audience
doesn’t like what it sees or hears,
it simply does not applaud. But
when children do not like a Pi’

6,sam.doweemas

(f.:Zettli ei’e
By KEITH TAKAHASHI
Exchange Editor

Is It a Man’s World?

ly as a result
t into the open
A battle of the sesi
of an editorial in The I rally v,dee at San Diego :-st ate College.
-It’s a Man’s World."
The title of the article
Repercussions from the editorial ended in a strike of protest
by women reporters on the student newspaper.
According to a spokesman for the striking coeds, the walkout
will continue until the paper retracts the editorial which concerned
women and discipline.
-For all their beauty, charm and vigor.’’ the editorial said.
"American women are grossly lacking in one respect. discipline."
Bev Slocum, Aztec reporter, said. ’’’The Daily Aztec editor
didn’t know when he was well off. We are on strike to make men
realize what true lack of discipline is," she said.
The strike was termed "ridiculous" by editor Pat Stalnaker.
If they keep this up for more than two days.- he ,:nr1 -they ’it di
be fired."

.

CAMPUS KIDNAP

Kidnapping and the law went hand -in -hand recently’ on the
Hritish C(’ItiTlibial campus.
niveity
Student body president thaw Stewart was kidnapped in a hoax
to comply with a British Columbia provincial law.
According to the law books, all societies in the province ’mist
hold a general meeting at least once a year.
University of British Columbia’s student body is subject to this
requirement.
In order to attract. the required quorum of 10 per cent
UBC’s 13,000 students, spectacular stunts must be resorted di

fr’r,in

Rt’NLESS DOG
The lack of a suitable hot dog bun marred the homecoming
College.
barbecue for students of AMPriCan River ti nil
spiiiially-made
A bill -scale search for a hun tsr malvh
long hot dog was in progress last week.
A local bakery attempted to prodove i 5.0 nit train, hot undershot the mark.
Billed as the "world’s ineeesi.-- the tot dog regnir(’ti a 40.400t
flatbed truck to haul it to the American Hiker campus.
A 58 -foot long barbecue was hastily constructed for the cooking
of the giant frankfurter.

Reality Care
k I IA /St , Loiv 1)riees
UN?
302?

MODERN GOLDI .’.)KSTerry Lumley, SJS cord, will crests
the personality of the fabled blonde -haired charmer this after noon in "The Three Bears."

GOLDELOCKS
cast for the production in-

7-9

Intr.

SHOP MACY’S VALLEY FAIR
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 9:30 TO 9:30
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it’s car coat season
. . . and the pick of the
crop is at Macy’s now!

Merle Norman

19.98 to $45

COURTESY DEMONSTRATION

ra
)5

By Appointment
coats have really blossomed out this season! Thry re madc of cuddly
pile, of cotton poplin, of quilted nylon and a dozen other fabrics. They
look like Eskimo parkas, like Navy pea jackets, even like shorter
of dress coats. Shown arc two of our favorites picked at random
come see them all!
Car

JR,

"Vor a more broolif ill Nor, -

Gavin, and

WIND

Distinctive Jewelry
Perfumes and Colognes
Boutique Items

1 1.
8-6707

HDATE
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Don’t be a meat -head! Get Vitalis with V-7. 1t
keeps your hair neat all day without grease.
Naturally. V1& is the greaseless grooming discovery.
Vitalis* with V / fights embarrassing dandruff, prevents
dryness, keeps your hair neat all day withoutrease. Try it’

filll*

Doss 111ms it
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Hooded toggle coat by White Stag. Tailored of heavy cotton sadder,
r s fully lined with fleecy yellow acetate pile
25.95
Ringmaster, also by White Stag, of Acrilan pile
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Cagers Scrimmage ’
With Alumni Squad

Cross Country Team Looks
For a Different Tribe
s
To
ler. ’They are up for us." he commented. The Indians have been
running nkte than they have all
year. Miller said. Sixty-rive miles
a week has been the new Stanford
training schedule, up from its ust. ,:tailforst’s uai 45 miles.
As he explains
hest. Dase 1,uherier only a floral
The other two teams in the
Merl to keep up with and beat event vn Stanford’s 4.2-mile course
Danny Mutphy. but the t aish isive are Cal and USC. Cal isn’t as
itvnei wined much of a threat. but USC is the
t.s.
Li ei
Top team in Southern Califru ma.
s. Ii 1 o
.S the ea.!
Miller stated.
11.04.1 I.; p.LNN
but
rtieI ’ Stiller ’,id
%Vats Joh., Marin and Bruce
This filet. ikssevei
Is. a Bess. USC has been pushing cross
untry
recently. "But." Miller
hied. the school is not as strong
n crass country as it is in track."
Marin has run a 9:06 two-mite
;ace. but his hest is at three and
Also used cam
u
MCOUnt.
six miles. In 10-mile beach runs
’his summer, he and Murphy had
one goocl battles. Miller reported.

San Jose States eagers wtll
scrimmage with an alumni team.
Linder game conditions. Saturday
at lts a.m, in the Spas-tan Gym,
according to coach Stu Inman.
The public is invited to attend.
No score will be kept. but the
game will be officiated. Inman
said. The alumni team will be
made up of former Spartan players. many of whom are now coaching at Bay Area high schols.
Among the returning alums an.
Mary Branstro.n. a center, who is
a science teacher and "B" basketball coach at Woodside High
School: Carroll Williams, a guard,
who is the Athletic Director at

; are San Jtew State di.1 and
lost in the team’s last cross
,nts !westing, out their battle
S detains’ at Palo Alto may be a
ii It. tent
story. Anyway this is
e .,an Dean Miller’s opinion.

All new 1963 cars at
wholesale prices
call 368-4259

Besides Murphy. the Spartans
DISTANCEMENFive of the top SJS Cross
s di have their usual crew, runcountry standouts jog around the South Campus
rig at their top strength. Jeff
track in preparation for a recent meet. From left
nhback. Ron Davis. Ben Tucker,
to right, Ben Tucker, Danny Murphy, Jeff Fish’
,Iene Gurule. Jose Azevedo, Tom
back Gene Gurule and Ron Davis all finished in
Tuite. Horace Whitehead. HOWald
Thew. Louis Davidson. John Lodin!s
and Jeff McClain all finished in a I
12-place tie against Fresno Friday
ind should add depth to the SJSEI
-Iliad Saturday.
Miller Said Davidson is one
’ he new frosh stars as he came
with his greatest race of the y.e..:

LEARN TO

DANCE
NATIONAL
DANCE

8

partababe
even Tests
San Quentin

STUDIU

$20

.03 E. SAN FERNANDO

OR CALL 294-9214

WHAT IS THE

JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY?
RECAPS from $5.95
with exchange
25.

Discount on New Tires.

100. on Recaps and Used Tires
with Student Body Card

Wholesale Tire Mart
400 W. San Carlos

CY 5-5747

Coach Bob Jones [rush ro.
squad will be seeking its seeond
’straight victory when it travels to
San Quentin to meet the undefeated prison eleven Suurday afternoon at 3.
After dropping successive. tilts
to strong Cal and Stanford squads,
the Spartababes turned in their
best effort of the season Thuisday.
?palming the Santa Clara fresh.
4-1-1I.
Ned Reilly. who had been used
mainly on defense before last
,rek, took over the starting quart :shack chores and did a fine job
f directing the offensive attack.
Roger Miller. tackle, and Dennis
11: wiser. halfback, sustained injuries and will probably miss the
San Quentin fray.

Sidelines
By

DON CHAPMAN

What Volleyball Team?

If you were to tollow an imaginary line through the backyards
of the fraternity houses on 11th
Istreet on a sunny Friday or Saturday afternoon, you would probably interrupt half a dozen volleyball games. for such i.s the [spit.
latity of the sport here at San
Jose.
What everybody doesn’t realize.
however. is that out of this "sandlot" play develops some of the top
V -Ball in Northern California.
’We’re not knecking the fact that
people don’t go out and watch the
San Jose State volleyball team
play when it has a tournament at
the Alameda Station. some 50
miles up the coast, it’s just amazing that nobody knows there’s a
team to watch, or even read about.
Because few colleges on the
coast, or anywhere for that matter.
possess sueh a team, the intercollegiate schedule of the solleyball team is slight --one tournament a year. Therefore. Bay Area
YMCA’s provide the erompetition.
One of the teams is the Stockton
Y. one of the best clubs ..n the

Frosted Blues in
Dacron

a tie for first place with seven other Spartan distance men against Fresno State Friday. Tucker,
Murphy, Fishback and Davis are lettermen, while
Gurule is a junior college transfer in his first
year as a Spartan.

Rayon cotion

oxford cloth by

COW: 1.

BRIAR HALL CLASSIC
meet popular demand!

3.98
The color and styles you want

in

a

fabulous easy -care sh;rting

THIRD IX TOURNEll
At the Soul horn California Intercollegiate tournament last year.
San Jose’s representa t Ives took
third to Santa Monica junior college. who made "an outstanding
showing last year at the National
Championships in Philadelphia."
according to adviser NVilbur Hub1 1,rofessor of phssical educa-

at a budget price!
Have ysur Frosted Blue :n the B,---;tyle shcrsn. CsBee House vecoecioa

r two playro’s front Sanquarterback Rand
istol Dick fnake, will be
turnins %%Bailers
111ree

"1SJS

Cartel

Bob Dakin, Ron Dut’an and Carl
Straub.
Len
Kaczmarec.
past
Stockton team member who ha,
played volleyball inteinationalls
has volunteered his services as

lilackfols. I Ish Senna
Diaz, who ’,seises at Ar
School in San Mater,
John Oldham, a forme, I.,
Coast League baseball
at Campbell High Sch.s.i
er of the alums who sv..1 ..Saturday.
Juriiur Morgan. now
High School in San Jos..,
Wagner. at Wilcox Ili01
Clara, and ’font Craw .
at Ras’enswood High sep.,
also be in the game
Forward John Ercee
land, a forward, now c.s...1,....
Willow Glen, Art Danses ss
Chapman, both guard,
planning to play.
This will be Inman’s fir,. i:
this year to see his playe:.
game conditions. As :t %vbs.
Spartans are an esperiene. with Dennis Bates, Bill
Bill Yonge, Harry Edw.:, .
Craig Carpenter back.
All five were regitho,
time last year. In addit,i.Spartans have picked lip
prospects in Mel Simps.a..
played frosh ball two yk:,,,
and Eddie Sims, a junior ,..
transfer.
Also transferring in foal:
colleges were Alan Janes:
Lindsten, both good Piave:
Inn-, el,

Fraternity Teams
Hold League Lead
With Two Victories
Phi Sigs and PiKA held onto
their leads in the fraternity dist,ion Tuesday as both teams won
their games by large scores.
The Phi Sigs now have an 8-2
mark as a result of their win over
DSP. 18-0. Gary Pyle passed to
John Small for three yards. and
Runny Willoughby for one yard
and 35 yards. all of the game’s
ing

THRIFTY
STUDENTS

NBA 17-1-2i kept pace with
the Phi Sig’s by rolling is er
Lambda Chi, 19-6. Bob siraham
completed three t mm ii c h d us is n
thrum. :Ind oine more for an
est ra point. turaham’s brother.
Tom. sta. on the mails Mg end
id one touchdown, and George
Buck caught the other too
TIN and the point -after.

Cut Your Gasoline Co..
By Buying a Major B 3-7
Gasoline at Discount Pr,

team mach.
"We are very optimistic. this
year, for the boys trom Santa
Monica. in addition to the eligibility of graduates carrying eight or
more units in the spring semester
Larnhfla Chi managed to score
should give its real strength. only only one six -pointer when Rod
Nlasters hit Dace’ Morris.
WATER POLO
SAE still trails the two leaders
over in Cm: h Lce Walton’s dunk
tank last week. An outstanding even after its win which gave the
freshman water redo team, enter- squad a 7-2-1 record. SAE downed
ing the week with hut one loss Sigma Nu. 14-8, for the win.
and that one to the Olympic Club.
took two drubbings .from MenloAtherton High School and Stanford’s freshmen.
Breaks were unheard of. In the
Menlo-Atherton game. the Spartans bounced ten straight shots off
the front rim of the goal. They
took 39 shots in that game and
made five. Against Stanford. they
took 111 mon. and made snv en.
Menlo-Atherton scored 11-1 and the
Indians got nine to give the Frosh
a 11-3 season mark, still nothing to
ery about.
Now concluding the season. the
freshmen are .rn the verge of
winning the first Northern (
fornia Water Polo league chias
ionship for SJS and ate also .
ering momentum for the N
California tournament to I.
the 26th anti ’27th of this m.
"We hase it good chan...
to the finals in that totit.n.’i
ton sass. Included in the
ents is that same Olympic t
team that isave the. fresh their .
Ire., tot.

PURITAN OIL CO.
Just a Few Blocks from Campus
4th & William
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor

RENT A BIKE
to,

Theta Chi edged Theta Xi. 14-7.
Ric Linnoweh and Terry Dyckman
teamed up to throw two touchdown passes for TC.

esscrted speed t

-

BUY A BIKE

01’ scored heaslly to knock
ewer Slg Etus, 31-20, hut the
game trots 1). ruiplased due to
a Sig IF:p jorole.t..t1 Dart pa.sed
for all of ID ’is ...ore except for
the one u hen he returned is punt
for ill/ yard..

I. 2 3, 10. 15 sr
10 speed lc.

OR GANDER
A

tbe t -est a-1,

in all Santa Clara Cou-.

Sigma Cm defeated Sigma Pi
20-7. as Ed Marcos passed to
Larry Brunner and Gary Greathouse for scores. Denny Harvey
.
threw one csant-afterdouchdown
, pass.

FINEST IN SALES AND SERT.CE
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Student Bowlins
35c . . .

anytime!

other student benefits
_ \
;.
TRY our

STEAK $145

-

Dorms Sponsor Race s
Downtown Bowl
On Track Saturday
16 Clean Alleys

375

W. Santa Clara St.

CY

riders serious accidents COU1,1 reSUIT.
Even though accidents are not
wanted. spills may take place with
South Campus tiack and kickoff
the speeds expected front the ridthe first annual "Little 500" bike ers. In qualifkations. some top
event sponsrwed by the six (tom - times were turned in, both for sintries Saturday at 12:30.
gle laps and for total time re!tight ulossu to the cola/ Of the eOrfitd fist both laps. The best inflags used, the. race is a manature dividual times were turned in by
r..pliea of the Indianapolis classic. Mike Egan .36.2 secondsi and
Actually however, the flags are Jeff London 136.71. But this pace
one of the more important aspects will be tough to maintain for 50
of the race, at least to the riders. miles, aceording to Itan Unruh inIt thsse flags are not obeyed, tramural director.
Twenty-six

4-7800

bicycles and

will race around the quarter-mile

ALMA GOLF COURSE
son

jose’s newest, most modern
9 hole golf course

Only Lighted Golf
Course in Northern
California
students and faculty
GOLF
$1.00
MON THRU FRI
MINIATURE GOLF 754- with A.S.B. Card
First and

an Carlos .

* 9hole golf course
* putting greens

CY 44200

Give our
Cara
Home ou
Campus!
Tired of trying to find that morning parking spot or of
leaving your car in a loading zone only to find a pork
ing ticket on your return?
Then give your car a home on campus of
Bros., directly kittycorner to San Jose State’s
where
A

PARKING

until

9

FOR YOU

RESERVED
00

per month

Inside Parking
Vrtgine Repairing

I...brie:dim’

ErPrything for thi.

* miniature golf
* snack bar

Fosscrstios
445 W. Alma St., San Jose
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ALMA GOLF COURSE
Shop Hale’s Monday, Thursday and Friday Nights
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Spartan Poloists
Stun Ca I Bears

By GENE WILLIAMS
Reserve forward Jim Spear comcandidate
bined with all-American
Jim Monsees to lead San Jose
to
State’s varsity water polo team
-from -behind 12-8
come
driunatie
a
octory over the California Golden
Bears last night before a nearcapacity throng of partisan Sparpool.
tan rooters in the local
Until the strong-armed Spear
tossed in a goal from mid-pool
with about four minutes remaining in the last period, the Bears
led all the way.
Spear followed the go-ahead
score with another one, and the
fantastic Monsees rifled in two
quick tallies to win it by four.
The Bears shot out to a fast
,tart and appeared to have the
game well under control at the

Flowers
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Occasions
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halltime break with a 7-3 advantage.
Bill Harlan, Cal’s leading goal maker, hit for three first quartet
scores and Jim Baird added one
as the visitors took a 4-2 quartet
lead. Monsees and Skold scored
for San Jose.
Harlan, who totaled five markers, teamed with guard Steve Biclock to keep the Bear attack
moving in the second stanza.
San Jose began its uphill climb
in the third quarter when Jim
Baugh and Monsees flipped in two
goals apiece to pull within a single
score at 8-7.
Monsees connected on a crowd pleasing backhand scoop shot to
tic it at 8-8. and set the stage
for Spear’s game-winning pitch.
The left-handed Monsees had
one of his best games of his SJS ,
career, hitting seven goals to lead
both teams in scoring.
The Spartan frosh clinched the
league championship by hanging !
an 11-8 defeat on the Cal yearlings
in the preliminary game.
Ray Arveson paced the Spartababes with four scores. while cocaptain Bill Parker hit for three.

Baseball Daddies

Thursday. Nov. R.

icir,
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Bulldogs Have Top Passers
To Throw Against San Jose

TOUGH LINEMANFred Engel will be in the lineup for the
Spartans when they meet the Fresno State Bulldogs at Spartan
Stadium Saturday night. Engel turned in a top performance
against UOP last week. He threw a key block that enabled Walt
Roberts to run 71 yards for a touchdown on a punt return.

Soccermen Seek Upset
ver Stanford Saturday

NEW YORK 1UPI tNew York
Met outfielders; Richie Ashburn, 0
Frank Thomas and Gus Bell have
10th 8 Santa Clara a
CV 2-0462
total of 19 children.
1
San Jose State’s soccer team will
elrese its 1962 slate Satudray mornitii against heavily favored Stan’ford on the Indians’ field.
1 Coach Julie Menendez’ Spartans
We’ve got ’em see us today!
have little to lose, while the StanNew. used and rental machines
ford eleven must win to remain in
Fully guaranteed
ntention for the league chumFree parking and delivery
pionship.
Special student rates
The Indians are 4-1 in league
"We’re newt to Cal Book"
action, and are assured of a berth
CV 3-5283
124 E. San Fernando
in the Nc.% A tournament if they

Did You Say Typewriters?

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

o’ ’2-7 on

in conference play, the local eleven
will attempt to duplicate a 1961
upset they pinned on the Palo Alto
outfit.
In an early season non-league
,,ontest, the Indians had to pull
out all stops to turn back the
m i,tory-starved Spartans, 4-2.

San Jose goalie Slohodan Galeb
sustained an injury in the second
half, and the opportunist Stanford
team took advantage by scoring
two quick goals before Menendez
,rason and 1-4 could find a suitable replacement.

Pall Mall Presents .--

GIRL WATCHERS GUIDE

Ilinc
lime!

By JOHN 11ENItli
Fresno State mm ill bring one of
the top passing attacks among the
small colleges to San Jose Saturday when it meets the Spartans
at 8 p.m. in Spartan Stadium,
The Bulldogs’ Beau Carter has
completed 49 passes in 87 attempts
for a completion average of .562.
His understudy. John Anabo, has
completed 39 of 69 for an average.
.565.
The team is fifth in the nation
among the small colleges with a
passing yardage average of 352
yards per game.
The Bulldogs are fourth in
scoring in the NCAA eollege
small 11.0114Kl sotlIthstiets It Ii an
aieeragee of 37 points leer game.
The team stands 12th oftensii els .
In the past few games the Bullrings have shown a good running
attack to go with the aerial displays Left halfliar.k.
Mor-

ris and Jim Long have carriml The
burden most of the time, but they
are getting help from a couple of
sophomore backs,
Last week against Long Beach
Sam Workman picked up 51 yards
in seven tries in his first good
shot of the season. Right halfback
Brad Tomasini and fullbacks Len
Zerilli and Doyle Keith were als,
impressive.
Montle Bay, an all-CCA
tackle last year. will prole:110
uaelss the game with torn rile
muscles. Sophomore tackle Art
Vasquez sitt definitely be out,
possibly for the SIil44111, veith an
ankle injury.
With the game shaping up as
a passing battle between Cater.,
and Anabo of FSC and Rand Carter of San Jose, the pass defense.
of both teams will get a gi,,
workout.
Fresno State hasn’t come mg,
against a tough passina team this
season hilt it does have 16 pass
interceptions to its credit.
.11111 Long and J. R. Williams
lead the club with three interceptions apiece. Long has gained
66 yards from the catches, while
renter Williams has 12 yards
to his credit.
Behind Long and Wi!! ms are
fullback Bruce Siefe!., ,,:,lfback

The San Jose State Ski Club is
sponsoring a skating trip to the
Berkeley Ice Rink tomorrow. Ti..’
buses will leave from in front it
the Science Building on Founti
Street at 6:30 p.m.
The trip will cost $2 for dol.
members and $2.75 for non-members. Tickets can be purchased in
the Student Affairs Fluspl,ss Office. TIT16.

145
ys

fl

pletIon, ,,ut
an average of .551

e has thrown
four TO passes, two of them last
week against UOP.
Fresno’s Carter has nine TO
pates to his credit, while Anaho
isn’t far behind with seven Dick
V in Galder, the third string QB,
so passed for a TO

waTAL,42,-.477;
11;

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

50c

FOR GREEN FEES
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
10TH & TULLY ROAD
ISet . Sun & Holidays excludedl

Stanford Tickets
Student ticket, 11;r lit. !QSStanford football game are on
sale in T1116. Students must pay
$1 upon presentation of an ASH
card for a game ticket. Tickets
will be on sale throughout
55 elinemf0Y. N", 16.

Sid Club Sponsors
Skating Excursion

,nefits
_

Jerry Allen aria
i
whom have stolen tm., ,
The
longest return of the intei,eptions
was made by Morris who took the
I all 52 yards aftor pilfering it.
The Spartans leave Intercepted
Just one pass this season. Coach
Hob Titehenal said that thes
have IV
Chow tee intercepting
the ball on many occasions hut
the ball has been dropped.
Offensively the S.IS passers have
had 11 passes picked off this season. The Bulldogs, however, have
had 16 passes intercepted. Thea
have divided it evenly with 1,ot ,
Anabo and Carter having eight
taken away.
The Spartans’ le reak el 4o is n
SillioWs Carter \Sitio
lis 4.
passes
intercepted. Delie Manilas with
three. and Bole Is lee- with four.
Carter brie. I, e,1 to lee the
Spartans’ ho’’

IN

LIFE
THIS
WEEK
WHO SHOULD BE SAVED? FE reports
on a machine in a Seattle hospital that could sas2,000 doomed victims of kidney failure. But, because it is in an experimental stage, it can accomodate only ten patients in a two-yer trial period.
Who is to die and who is to be saved? LIFE r,veals how the dreadful decision is made. MAN’S
DESTINY. While others talk the destiny of
of us waits upon Kennedy and Khrushchev. They’re
the men who are pulling the strings, LIFE says, and
then goes on to outline the significance of events
in Berlin, the Indian -China border, in the Congo.
in Laos and Vietnam and other world-wide newsfronts. Also, LIFE comments on the historic letter
that exposed K hrushc hey’s hand

WHAT’S THE
LATEST?

4-7800

TEEN -

QUEEN. >le’s Miss Darla Banks of Dallas and
she’s now Miss Teenage America, winner over 79
contestants at the national finals. One look and
the year of
you’ll see why. U. S. NOVEL

HORN -RIMMED
BOOKSTACKER

resurgence for the novel, LIFE says, as it profile,
)11
n

/

of or of
a park Brehm
library
)U

six famous novelists (including Nobel winner Jc.
Steinbeck.) LIFE GUIDE. What Broods.

gilHiPUJJO T’ULD

showsare taking to the road? What repertory
,nt-y? tP.
groups are performing across the

The Bookstacker serves the cause of classical literature
in various ways. Perhaps the least of these is in keeping
the rows of books properly aligned and the jackets free
of dust.
Her most important contribution is in improving the
environment for study. enhancing the halls of learning
with her own classical form. Many a college man has
discovered a presiously unfelt craving for knowledge
simply because he received his copy of Homer from the
hand of a deep -breathing redhead who sighed, "I think
Homer is the most !- Ye,. it pit, to take a good look at

and ,n IFL s regt,,lar movie section a deaa,y deck
The latest in men’s sweater fashions
the Continental Originate from Pur
Ian Sportswear This tailored, zipper
front cardigan comes in several fall
patterns and colors Small, medium,
large and )(large (Perfect for gifts

the classics now and then.
Among cigarette,. Pall Mall is a classicfamous
ito dal "filtered -out" flavor, no
length, tine tobacco .
dry "smoked -out- taste. try Pall Mall and ,ec!

1,001 $15.95

Pall Mall’s natural mildness
is so good to ).our taste!
So smooth, so satisfying.
SO downright smokeabiv!

up-to-the-minute re:

MOVIE
r’m
Italian
report
on
special
A
MAKING.
an

0

9eX4’ertity
Store for Men
1413 Foxworthy Ave.
I Co

Andiid of SPC 444tisen reZgiescrenyaattie

in the FoRworthy Shopping Center
eleN 4 Bb9?
tre ’MI 9 00
Open Mon . Thom s

nf movie queen

ON THE COVER. U Than+

ind British Ambassaaor Dean, peacemakers in a
difficult diplomatic spot. These days, it’s especially important to keep up with LIFE.

11..4171{T

\‘,;

I/11-11

El Circulo Plans
Initiation Party
’II,. 74,1S
I.(
Spanish Club, will hold an initiation party 7071101 toss night al 977
Jackson St. beginning at 730 p.m.,
IMVOIMing ti Nancy 1-hdland. club
publicity director.
’Anyone interested in liecriming
a member of the Spanish Club
should attend.- Miss Hollami said.
Transportation roan the Health
:11 be proBuilding to the meet
iided.

Blg Auto
losoronce Saving. Announced
Women and nmeried men over
21, 570 less SIP dividend, or not
of $45 (basnd on nowt 17 per
cent dividend). Single men under
25. 5252 less MP dividend, or net
of vat
110/20,000 Bodily Inlury Liability: $5,200
Property Damage and 1500 Medical
Payments. Other coverages at corn.
parable wrings. Payments can be
made once, twice or four times
ter Call or write for full info,.
metier. to Gino/on M. Campbell,
See Menu.Sunnyvale.
REgent 1.1741 War
nitel

Student Ambassadors Greeks To Resume Graduates Victorious Job Interviews
Original Sketches,
Tell ICC of Program Campus
n Political Battles
Tradition

APPOMtIllents hiltitlIt1 lat
(d
Tuesdays. one week previous
to
Interviews, at the Placement
Of.
t e. Adm234.

By KEN PORTER
"The main idea of the experiment is for the visiting student to
learn to understand the country
that is being visited.- said Thor
Thumassen and Zal K. Contractor
In a talk to the Intercultural
Council yesterday in the cafeteria.

Contractor, ot India. and Thomassert. of Norway. are part of the
Experiment in International Cornmunity Living program. The purpose of the program is to have
representatives from one country’
In a question period after the
another and return home talk. Contractor was asked to oute.ittr their impressions of the for- line the educational system in
eign nation.
India. lie said that there is an
The two foreign students are 11 -year compulsory education, and
s-inonth tour of 40 Ameri- in (utter to go on with ,ri educa,111
.. During this time, they than, a student 111,1a1 1,,. rigid
at colleges and unithroughout the nation.
l’hey a ill be in the Bay Area for
eight days.

Lady Greeks

The Experiment in International
Discussion leaders for the Panliving began in 1930, when Donald hellenic Council’s Dec. 1 workshop
will meet tonight at 7 at the Kappa Delta sorority house, 100 S.
12th St.

DOTT:E’S

Pi Lambda Theta
Seeks Members

Sandwiches

Theme for this year’s woikshop
will be "Challenges in the World
Women," according
Pi Lambda Theta, a national of Panhellenic
chairn.a. and professional association to Carol Disney, workshop
:,: uomen in education, is seeking woman.
;,rospective candidates for memhership, reports Lynnet A uke r,
1.ublicity chairman.
Graduate and undergraduate
women. particularly juniors, AN1’
Are interested in becoming nit’sI elts. should contact Dr. Eva 1V,i-,t "Gigi," winner of 10 Academy
mgton. assistant professor of ed,,Sandwiches on French roll
at ion: Dr. Jessica Nixon, assist 71 awards in 1958, will be Friday
Tasty FrosCes
;.rofesor of physical education .
flicks’ feature of the week, toDr. Violet Thomas. associate pr
morrow evening in Morris Dailey
Smooth Shakes
fessor I music.
Auditorium at 7:30.
Starring Leslie Caron, Maurice
Chevalier, Louis Jourdan, Hermione Gingold, Eva Gabor and
ED GRIFFIN
Jacques Bergerac, "Gigi" is the
California Coordinator for the John Birch Society
,tory of a Parisian girl (Miss
will discuss
Carom who converts from an
awkward teen-ager to a lady,
"WHAT’S WRONG WITH
largely through the efforts of her
aunt t Miss Gingold).
This turn-of -the-century romantic-comedy is shown under the
auspices of the Senior Class. AdTH55,
3:30
TODAY
mission will be 25 cents with a
,t talent body card.
(Across from Admin. Bldg.)

Delicious
Sandwiches

2

for

Caron, Chevalier
InFriday Flicks

2

15c Each

’No former Spartans emerged
from the nation-wide
ictorious
political arena yesterday.
Gaylord Nelson, 46. former Wisconsin governor and SJS graduate, was elected to the United
States Senate Tuesday from Wisconsin. He defeated the incumbent Republican Alexander A.
Wiley.
Nelson was graduated from SJS
in 1939 with a bachelor’s degree
in economics. He minored in philosophy. After graduation, the
inal sketch, with trophies being senator-elect studied law at the
University of Wisconsin. After
awarded in separate divisions.
serving in World War II he pracEntered in the men’s division
ticed law in Madison. Wis.
are: Theta XI, Sigma Pi, Delta UpHe began his political career in
silon, Pi Kappa Alpha and Alpha 1948, when he was elected to the
Tau Omega.
Wisconsin State Senate. He then
Ian for gAernor in 1958, and was
Participants in the women’s dielected.
vision include: Gamma Phi Beta.,
Nelson’s last visit to SJS was hi
Kappa Kappa Gamma and Kappa lit60 when he was a speaker at
Delta.
the Founders’ Day activities cele98th anniversary of
Competing in the mixed division brating the
SJS.
are: Alpha Phi -Delta Gamma, SigWhile attending SJS, Nelson
ma Chi -Alpha Omicron Pi, Lambda was not active in student affairs,
Chi Alpha-Sigma Kappa, Delta Sig- but took part in public speaking
ma Phi-Chi Omega and Sigma Phi and was a member of the boxing
Epsilon -Alpha Chi Omega.
learn.
Another former SJS student
Greek Show director is Gary H.
Rogers. aided by assistant direct- ’elected to public office was George
I ,17 graduate. Milias deor, Bob Booth and Till] :11111’ph

25c

The JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY?"

TODAY
St u dent Nurses Association,
meeting with Mrs. Mary Alderson.
nurse consultant for the Palo Alto
Stanford Medical Center. speaking on "Rehabilitation
,804BH.gnisruN
3:30 p.m.

Baptist Student Union, meetiiv
with Rev. Harold Dye speaking,
Memorial Chapel, 7 p.m.

a 111’1C

addition at

11 ’estgate ShoppIng Center

leated itesal Searle. Democrat, iii
the race for the 22nd District
seat in the state assembly.
While at SJS, Minas was active in student government and
activities, and was the first president of the local chapter of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon frairmil y

Rally Committee, publicity committee poster painting workshop,
College Union, 1 p.m.

EARL WILLIAMS
MOTORS
(Class OF 51)
1199 S. First Si
CY 2.7567

Spattatia
CLASSIFIEDS

Furn. Rooms. Male s.
FOR SALE
Stern speaking on "B’nai B’rith’s
$ i(N.$ IS. Na drnItlng. 1.
Positive Role," College Union, 8 Regular 29.9, Ethyl 31.9 - lion brand I 3.3078
and Wil.:
.
gasoiine, Puritan 0
p.m.
;isms. 6th and Keys, 10th and Taylor. Bachelor, apt for 2 men
r 8.159, --17 S. Rrh
Music Department. faculty re
155 Cher. 2 dr. hdtp. R/H. ow clean.
cital, Concert Hall, 1:30 p.m.
i-r75/oifer. John. 5:30-7:00. 143 N. 8 Comp. furs, apt 1’
9.wash. Inc. 444
Archery, field. 4:30 p.m.

House Teams and Individual... Desk, 321142, oak. Good cond. 3 s;de
Students Against Communism,
r-r,vers. CY 5-5049, p.m.
volleyball, WG23. 7 p.m.
meeting with Edward Gref fin, CalHallicrafters
S -W radio broadcast ic 44
ifornia Coordinator of the John
Rally Committee, yell leadvi
4 bands. $50. 2514-997.
Birch Society speaking on "What’s workshop, MG206, 7 p.m.
Alfa Romeo, 1958 Soyder. in:
Wrong with the John Birch SoTONIO1tR015’
.urhaul, balanced, good tr,..
ciety?" TH55, 3:30 p.m.
. 450.00. AX 6-5637. eve.
Women’s Recreation Ar4M7e111711,11.
Tau Delta PM, orientation meetWG21, 4:30 p.m.
Underwood standard typewriter, in go,d
TI-113, 4:30 p.m.
r $70. Phone 293-0783.
Junior Class, La Torre photos.
4 Approved apt, contracts, call 293-6240
Inner Quad, 11 a.m.
California Parks and Recreation
Society, dinner and meeting with
District IV, cafeteria rooms A an.1
B, 7:30 p.m.

USED CAR CORNER
’62 Merge C50p0
4Speed
’62 Thuderbird Hardtop
Full Power
56 Chevrolet Hardtop
$
V.13, Stick Shift
’53 Chevrolet Bel Air
399
Hardtop. Sti:k

GAYLORD NELSON
. . . U.S. Senator

Spartaguide

University Dames, meeting.
Christian Women’s Center, lot
and San Carlos streets, 8 p.m.

. announces

\DV. 15, TIII
Misfiles Aircraft: Electrical
en.
gineering, mechanical engineering.
aeronautical engineering. plasics,
mathematics and etieinistry rug.
jot’s.
Jennings Radio: Mechanical
engineering and electrical engineer.
ing majors.
U.S. Steel Corp.: Electrical
engineering.
mechanical engineering, industrial engineering.
metallurgical engineering. metallurgy
and masters in business administration majors.
Western Eieetrie
engineering trat,.1

B. Watt, an American delegate
to a youth conference in Geneva,
Theta Chi All Greek Show rediscovered that the delegates from
turns to the San Jose State campus
different countries weren’t getting
Dec. 7 when 18 fraternities and
to know each other.
sororities compete for a 30-inch
Watt devised a plan whereby
American S t udents attending sweepstakes t r op h y in Morris
lyouth conferences would be able Dailey Auditorium.
to stay with average families in
The show, long a tradition at
the country. "The idea, Thomassen
SJS, was last presented in the fall
said. "is for the people to learn
about other peoples through living of 1959. This year, each group
will present an eight -minute orig, with them."

La Torre Urges
Contract Haste

WANTED

I
Male

student,
-i,t

,

4

Experienced Bass & Drummer
CY 3o.02.
Needed: tie’e roomme.e 54’,
gtt Ns 4 Cd 4
Ride wanted

F. .

Roommate wanted
h
529 S -

Thirty dollars

Portable Smith-Corona
le CY 4-4748, p.m.

Roommate wanted.
2 ,rr-..r P
All resid,nt groups who WiSh
App, apt. contract for sale. Spring tern.
Male student
have photographs in La Torre,
I S. 13th, apt. 9. Jim.
fp,
eampus yearbook, are urged to gel Vargo
s.
10-spd. bike, new cond. Spanish CY
their contracts in to J117 immedi- r. 565. Rich Schlatter. CY 4-6019.
Roommate wanted
.oely.
58 TR-3, rrr,eptionally clean, many ex 77 t4h4
Any glom) which did not receive
r.1
295-6265 even
Wanted babysitter
La
the
a contract should contact
.-; CY 5-9954.
TR3,
58
Torre office, J117, according to
hardtop, sharp Babysitter wanted
Nick Ferentinos, La Torre stalt 55 Olds .r
. :
5700 after 6.
member.

HELP WANTED
All seniors except members of Half blk. from campus, app. apt. Drue.
balccny. $210. spr.
i
meeting, sororities and fraternities should
Hasher wanted.
sign up now in THIS ba their
Boys. to ’,ell:, "
rirr. 700. 3-spd. RH
’60 Corvair
Hillel, meeting, with Harry C. yearbook photos.
L..ccnd. CY 8-4949.
new. 35 m, Girl to work
011111M11411B111111111B11111MINIIIIIMIff zeiokee camera,
A
t.c.
eye & light , "
har.h au’
,
After 6 p.m. Caii John PohlSERVICES
Cv 2 72’Es
Auto insurance far .
tuner $75 B.
Sargent Rayrnent
2420. Clot Bailey 1-,
Ex,el’ent. CY 2
71
,
Typing

,

Inter Clans Council,
CH162, 3:30 p.m.

Master
JEWELERS

ESPECIALLY FOR OUR OPENING
To those who join in our celebration, we
. .
will present our first 500 guests
Nettie Rosenstein’s Fleur d’elle perfume
in a beautiful gift boo.

J". SE OESiGN
72 S. FIRST ST.

19.3

Bf CAAN,L,E

898

Matching V-neck and crew
sweaters in blue, grey, gold,
olive, & pumpkin reg. 13.98

neck

edcelleall kinds

r

Women’s stretch ski penis .
LOST AND FOUND

JUNIOR PETITES
Fabulous Novelty Plaid
skirt reg. 15.98

58,

Typing
CY 7-0920

Fe,-

contract

App

apt

App.

apt.

Contract
immediately

Contract

098

1.

M!SCELLANEOUS
sprint. L0,10
Mary, 297.4709.
Dress making alterA4.-,
available. Tor.
together

Let’s get
1 ’dl

RENTALS
$22.50 month. F.P md heat. K,trken

Lost:
1,..

, ,m nr. SJS
Cr’ 2-1327.

TRANSPORTATION
Desire ride to -

Approved apt. ccnt-ect $225 spr. se Hall. CY 8.3397
6 .I bed’- 1

,

.

EASY -ORDER ADVERTISING!
To place an classified ad, just fill out and clip thus
EASY -ORDER ADVERTISING form. Send with check
or money order to Student Affairs Office TH 16, Son
Jose State College, San Jose, California.

4

.
I
?

Westgate shop will lie filled .ith
of do. 1411111. 11111111011k fashions you’s e
I onto. fr repent. Eeattiring compirlin depart,
1111n, spurts...ear. lin.
mem- id’ r,cala, ilre.
aerie. and a.’’-dr( retiree, the
there including
lelick sou 14,1
011111111111,.
scrut.
I ill.
kiii,herk. I
F reribera end
Jam.
a hodo 111 fitlicr

Check One:
Personals
Lost & Found
, Transportation

For Sale
Rentals
Miscelloneour,

Help Wonted
Services

Please Print:

$199 mu/ up

AT BOTH J. SILBEIC55118166
ALL WOOL CAPRIS
Fully lined . . . short or medium
lengths sizes 5 to 1 5, 6 to 16.
Blaclilack, red, spice brown
reg. 9.98

Your Master
JUAN ITUlt

798

ell. DOWNTOWN, 86 So. First St. CY 4-3030
WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER 378-7282
Saratoga Rd. at Campbell Ave.

(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)
One
20e Each Addltlenal
(2.1.;ne Minimum)
_ Days
Run Ad For
Starting Date
25e Pint Insertion
(2.1.ine Minimum)

72 S. FIRST ST.

CY 7-0920

Enclosed $
Address
City

FREE PARKING

Secord Street Entrance

Check No.

Name
Phone

For display advertising rates, call
2081, from 1:20 to 4:20. Monday

Ext.
CY 4-6414,
through Friday.

-375

